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Chicago Tribune 
Cubs' attention shifts to Tyler Chatwood after Jose Quintana avoids trouble 
By Mark Gonzales 
 
Jose Quintana worked out of a potentially disastrous situation Thursday night that put the Cubs in 
decent shape as Tyler Chatwood attempts to cure his control problems. 
 
Quintana labored through a 29-pitch third inning but kept the Mets scoreless while managing to last six 
innings and preserve a chunk of the bullpen for Friday night’s game. 
 
After walking opposing pitcher Seth Lugo and Asdrubal Cabrera that loaded the bases, Quintana came 
back to strike out Jose Bautista and induce Michael Conforto to ground to first base to escape danger. 
 
After the walk to Cabrera, Quintana retired the next 11 batters and even lobbied manager Joe Maddon 
to pitch the seventh. 
 
But Maddon felt secure enough to pull Quintana, who lasted six innings and 97 pitches. 
 
The Cubs were forced to use closer Brandon Morrow for one out in the ninth after Pedro Strop walked 
two batters. 
 
They still have at least four fresh relievers available for Friday if Chatwood suffers a recurrence of his 
control woes. 
 
“(Chatwood) has been working very hard with (pitching coach) Jim Hickey,” Maddon said. “They sound 
very optimistic. I know I am. I’m a big Chatwood fan. I think once he gets it in gear, he’s going to take 
off.” 
 
It would be a significant victory if Chatwood can reduce his walk to innings ratio (45:48 1/3). 
 
Chatwood downplayed the significance of some modifications since his last start, primarily taking the 
ball out of his glove sooner and shortening his stride. 
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“They’re not really changes, I’m just honing in on simplifying stuff,” Chatwood said. “When I do well, it’s 
stuff I do. Somewhere along the line, I created a bad habit. And it’s a matter of re-wiring your body to 
get you back to what you do. 
 
“Health-wise, I feel great.” 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
Cubs show signs of life hitting and pitching in 5-1 victory over Mets 
By Mark Gonzales 
 
There was a time when a Jason Heyward grounder to second base would emit groans from Cubs fans. 
 
But as the Cubs move to the month of June, there are some legitimate signs regardless of that 
groundout that could bode well for the final four months of the season. 
 
In the case of Heyward, his recent production earned him his first start batting second in he lineup since 
2016. The RBI grounder came in the seventh inning Thursday night after he already had achieved his 
third consecutive multi-hit game in a 5-1 victory over the Mets at foggy Citi Field. 
 
Questions about the revolving leadoff spot have diminished somewhat recently and Ben Zobrist 
demonstrated why as he collected three hits, including a two-run homer in the fifth. 
 
And aside from one brief hiccup, Jose Quintana rebounded from his rough outing Saturday with six 
innings of three-hit ball that included six strikeouts. 
 
But it’s Heyward who has made the biggest strides in the shortest time as he has raised his batting 
average from .222 to .262 in just three games with eight hits, and he has struck out only once since 
returning May 18 from a concussion that had forced him to the disabled list. 
 
“It was nice to take pressure off everybody,” Heyward said. 
 
Though manager Joe Maddon is juggling two outfield spots among four players, Heyward has regained 
his permanent spot in right field except against certain tough left-handers or the need to start a player 
with a more favorable matchup. 
 
“From my hitting coach eye, I like the adjustments he’s making,” Maddon said. “I see his hands being 
more active, and the ball is coming off hotter. We’re going to find out. His confidence is on the rise.” 
 
As for batting Heyward second, Maddon said, “I thought it’s the right time to give it a whirl.” 
 
Maddon convinced himself to experiment after Heyward led off the ninth inning of Wednesday’s 2-1 
loss at Pittsburgh with a single off flame-throwing closer Felipe Vazquez after just missing a home run by 
a few feet earlier in the at-bat. 
 
As for Zobrist, his increased production has paralleled that of the Cubs’ fortunes. He’s batting .400 (30-
for-75) in their 30 victories and .153 (9-for-59) in their losses. 
 
All four of the switch hitter’s home runs have come from the left side. 
 



 
“If we can diminish (our pitchers) walking hitters and do a little bit better job (hitting) with runners in 
scoring position, that’s when we’re going to reach our true potential,” Maddon said. 
 
Even Javier Baez, who has helped carry the Cubs’ offense for the first two months, was rewarded for his 
patience in the ninth when he drew his first unintentional walk since April 7 — a span of 183 at-bats. 
 
Baez pumped his fist before telling writers later, “I don’t go looking for a walk.” 
 
“We forgot to get the ball,” Maddon deadpanned. “Not for him. For me.” 
 
Quintana’s only tense moment occurred in the third inning of a scoreless game when he issued walks to 
opposing starter Seth Lugo and Asdrubal Cabrera to load the bases. 
 
But Quintana worked out of trouble to complete a 29-pitch inning and coasted the rest of his outing. 
 
“He had that good look and made pitches when he had to,” Maddon said. 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
Cubs' Steve Cishek welcomes heavy workload 
By Mark Gonzales 
 
Steve Cishek doesn’t mind the heavy workload he’s received since joining the Cubs. 
 
“I’m feeling pretty good,” said Cishek, who has pitched in 25 of the Cubs’ first 52 games. “When I get 
into a rhythm, I feel I can pitch almost every day. I know it’s not realistic, but for a little bit, it felt like it. I 
like being busy.” 
 
Manager Joe Maddon expressed some concern about overusing his bullpen, especially now that Carl 
Edwards Jr. could be lost for at least three weeks due to a right shoulder injury. But Cishek, who usually 
serves as a middle-inning closer, is ready for any adjustments. 
 
“It’s a tough loss for our bullpen,” Cishek said. “CJ has been phenomenal in the seventh and eighth 
innings, but our bullpen is deep. We just have to replace what he did out there. 
 
“That’s the idea - keep it the same. Treat the fifth or sixth like any other inning. It’s really all you can do. 
If you make it any bigger than it is, that’s when you put too much pressure on yourself.” 
 
Cishek pitched in a career-high 69 games with the Marlins in 2013, and he saved 39 games the following 
season. 
 
“Our job in the pen is to get the ball to Mo (closer Brandon Morrow),” said Cishek, who has a 1.85 ERA. 
“But we will have to pick up the slack.” 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
Joe Maddon thinks relating socially with players is a positive thing 
By Mark Gonzales 
 



 
Do you have a problem or just want to talk? Cubs manager Joe Maddon would like to have dinner and 
drinks with you. 
 
That’s the policy Maddon has started this season after noticing his players’ willingness to exchange ideas 
and thoughts not exclusively related to baseball in small groups in spring training. 
 
“Anytime you can get with your players away from the field in a more casual setting, in a more social 
setting, I think the conversation has an opportunity to reach a level that you can’t reach in my office or 
can’t reach walking around the outfield, so I like it,” Maddon said Thursday night. 
 
Maddon said he has enjoyed the gatherings involving several of his younger players, from Willson 
Contreras to Ian Happ. Monday’s dinner in Pittsburgh included Carl Edwards Jr. and Addison Russell, 
who shared plenty of his background with Maddon. 
 
“That’s what we do,” said Maddon, who also invites his coaches. “When guys aren’t going well, there’s a 
problem, you sit down and talk to all of them and try to help them along in the method that they’re 
thinking. That’s it.” 
 
Maddon wouldn’t respond to a Sun-Times story involving injured pitcher Yu Darvish in which backup 
catcher Chris Gimenez said, “I think he thinks Chicago hates him for going on the DL a couple of times.” 
 
Gimenez said he was merely speaking for himself, not Darvish, and Maddon said he would like to invite 
Darvish to dinner. 
 
“Yu is no different,” Maddon said. “Willson is no different. Ian was really struggling as much as anybody, 
and he’s coming out the other side right now as an example.” 
 
It’s not certain whether Darvish will join the team in New York this weekend when he is eligible to come 
off the disabled list. 
 
Torre time: Maddon enjoyed a pregame conversation with Joe Torre, MLB’s chief baseball officer, and 
said their discussion regarding Anthony Rizzo’s controversial slide was “rearview-mirror kind of stuff, 
and it’s time to move on.” 
 
Maddon added Torre “encourages me to continue to say what I think. I really appreciate that method, 
which I do with my players.” 
 
Torre informed Ben Zobrist there has been dialogue involving the potential alteration of rules regarding 
the dominant color of shoes. Zobrist was threatened with disciplinary action this month for wearing 
black shoes in homage to players from the 1950’s and ’60’s. 
 
“We’ll see in the next couple days,” Zobrist said. 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Sun-Times 
BREAKING: Cubs’ Javy Baez draws walk in major-league baseball game 
By Gordon Wittenmyer 
 
NEW YORK – For the first time since April 7, Javy Baez drew an unintentional walk in Thursday’s ninth 
inning – the first walk of any kind for him since April 11. 



 
 
Asked after the game if he knew what he had accomplished in the Cubs’ 5-1 victory, he said: 
 
“Yeah, I walked! Yes!” said Baez , who promised not to make a habit of it. 
 
“I don’t go out there looking for a walk,” he said. “As long as the pitcher’s out there, I’m going to swing.” 
 
Right-hander Gerson Bautista pulled off the rare feat, going 3-0 to Baez before two huge swings ran the 
count full. Bautista then let loose a wild pitch that Baez allowed to sail for the walk. 
 
“The ball almost hit me. That’s why I walked,” he said. 
 
It was the first unintentional walk in 183 plate appearances, third unintentional walk of the season. He 
has four intentional walks. 
 
“We forgot to get the ball,” Maddon said. 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Sun-Times 
Hot-hitting Jason Heyward delivers another multi-hit game in Cubs’ win over Mets 
By Gordon Wittenmyer 
 
NEW YORK — Don’t look now, but long-struggling Cubs right fielder Jason Heyward is heating up like he 
rarely has during his two-plus seasons as a Cub. 
 
“You just get comfortable being uncomfortable,” said Heyward, who had a third consecutive multi-hit 
game during the Cubs’ 5-1 victory over the Mets on Thursday night. “Right now I feel like I’m doing a 
better job of keeping it simple, just being aware and being in tune with myself at the plate, just [using] 
my hands and [going] from there.” 
 
Leadoff man Ben Zobrist had a three-hit game that included a go-ahead two-run homer. 
 
But if Heyward has solved something at the plate, that could be a major storyline this season. He was 
moved up to the No. 2 spot in the order Thursday and is now 8-for-12 going back to Tuesday. 
 
“I don’t know that I’ve seen him swing the bat this well here,” manager Joe Maddon said. “I like the 
adjustments that he’s making, and I see his hands being much more active, and the ball’s coming off 
hotter. 
 
“We’re going to find out. I really think his confidence is on the rise right now, and I like exactly what he’s 
doing.” 
 
Going Joe to Joe 
 
Joe Torre, MLB’s chief baseball officer, visited the Cubs’ clubhouse on their first day in New York for a 
four-game series. 
 
Torre, whose duties include discipline and rules interpretations, spent much of his time with Maddon 
discussing Anthony Rizzo’s slide into Pirates catcher Elias Diaz on Monday. That slide was ruled legal 
during the game, but MLB deemed it in violation of the rules the next day. 



 
 
“We did talk about the play, but rear-view mirror kind of stuff, and it’s time to move on,” Maddon said. 
 
Maddon, an outspoken critic of recent safety-driven rules changes involving slides, said Torre takes no 
issue with his public views on the rules. 
 
“He loves it, actually,” Maddon said. “He encourages me to continue to say what I think, which I really 
appreciate.” 
 
Q brings A game 
 
For the second time in three starts and the fourth time overall this season, left-hander Jose Quintana (6-
4) pitched at least six scoreless innings in a start, striking out the side in the first to open the game and 
retiring the last 11 batters he faced. In between, he gave up just three hits, walked two and worked out 
of a bases-loaded, one-out jam in the third. 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Sun-Times 
Hate-free zone: Cubs Jason Heyward, Jon Lester can relate to Yu Darvish angst 
By Gordon Wittenmyer 
 
NEW YORK — Jason Heyward just laughed. 
 
The right fielder, who had the worst hitting season of his career in 2016 as soon as he signed a 
$184  million contract with the Cubs, never felt like Chicago hated him, did he? 
 
“You mean me?” he said. 
 
Then he laughed some more. 
 
Heyward may have had the relatively soft landing of a wire-to-wire championship that first year —
punctuated by the legendary Game 7 players-only meeting he called during the World Series. But the 
five-time Gold Glove winner and former All-Star is now into his third season of public criticism, booing 
and Twitter displeasure in Chicago. 
 
“Yeah, I’ve gotten whatever Yu’s getting — whatever anybody gets,” Heyward said, referring to 
struggling Cubs starter Yu Darvish. “I feel like that happens when you’re expected to do a lot and you 
don’t do it. Obviously, it’s about how you handle it, just like how you handle going 0-for-4, 0-for-5, not 
pitching well or whatever.” 
 
Heyward spoke before the Cubs opened a four-game series against the Mets on Thursday night in New 
York. A day earlier, catcher Chris Gimenez told the Sun-Times he thinks his friend Darvish believes 
Chicago fans hate him after his struggles and two stints on the disabled list since signing a $126 million 
contract in February. 
 
“He’s absolutely battling something right now that I can relate to, that [Jon] Lester can relate to,” 
Heyward said, referring to teammate Jon Lester, who struggled early in the first season of his 
$155  million Cubs contract. “At the same time, as baseball players, we all can relate. We’ve just got to 
help him get through.” 
 



 
Darvish, a four-time All-Star, is on the 10-day DL this time with triceps inflammation. He’s had 
everything from his focus to his fortitude criticized by a fan base waiting for him to get on the kind of roll 
his exceptional repertoire — and big contract — promise. 
 
Both Heyward and Lester discussed how human nature sometimes overtakes a lifetime of success and 
routine when a player signs a mega-deal with a new team. 
 
“I can’t get inside his head and figure out what’s going on and how he’s feeling,” said Lester, mentioning 
the cultural and language issues that might be making things even tougher for Darvish. “It’s hard. Some 
people handle it differently. Hopefully he feels comfortable here. Hopefully that’s not an issue. 
 
“I think every time you sign with a new team with a contract like his or mine, or even a smaller deal, you 
put pressure on yourself to do more than you’re capable of sometimes.” 
 
That desire to do extra for the new organization and teammates can make the game “speed up on you,” 
Heyward said. 
 
“With this organization, with the team history, where we play at Wrigley, and obviously add the contract 
into it, it can speed things up really quickly,” he said. “And you forget to slow down and just be in the 
moment.” 
 
Then there’s the fishbowl of being a Cub, which Heyward calls “the nature of the beast.” 
 
“Whatever we do, something small or big, it’s news,” he said. “And it’s not really news.” 
 
So, what does Darvish do to push through whatever angst he might be experiencing and rediscover his 
comfort zone — if not his All-Star form? 
 
Heyward and Lester say teammates will continue to support and embrace him. But, Heyward added, 
he’s also going to have to find his own way to tune out the outside noise while continuing to deal with 
media from two countries — and with two ugly World Series starts still hanging as a backdrop to this 
year’s struggles. 
 
“What he’s trying to do is not easy,” Heyward said. “But as far as if he feels like Chicago hates him or 
whatever, he’s allowed to feel that way. If he’s had enough things come his way, he’s allowed to feel 
that way. 
 
“I’ve had enough things come my way. I just try to handle it one day at a time.” 
 
-- 
 
Daily Herald 
Constable: Can Cubs get back in first in June? Maybe it doesn't matter 
By Burt Constable 
 
Winning the past two series against the San Francisco Giants and Pittsburgh Pirates, the Chicago Cubs 
are ending May on a nice run. But they still sit in second place on this last day of May. Cubs fans, who 
transformed from long-suffering to quickly impatient after the 2016 World Series championship, look to 
June as the month when their Cubs surely will bust out and take control of the division. Of course, June 
also has another reputation in Chicago -- the "June swoon." 
 



 
Cubs fans might talk about a "June swoon," but that is rarely the case. Most years, Cubs teams have 
been out of the running by June, and when seemingly good Cubs teams do collapse, the downfall 
typically occurs later in the summer. 
 
Since the Chicago franchise started playing baseball in 1876, the franchise has endured 115 seasons with 
their team out of first place at the end of May. Since the 1945 season, when the Cubs went to the World 
Series, the team has recorded just five seasons when the team ended May in first place and fell out of 
the lead by the end of June. And three of those teams that dropped out of first in June -- 1989, 2003 and 
2017 -- rallied in July, August and September to win the division. 
 
Generally, seasons can't be defined by one month. Most follow the path of the 2014 Cubs, who were in 
fifth place at the end of May, in fifth place at the end of June, and finished the season in fifth place. 
 
The only season when a "June swoon" might have cost the Cubs a title was in 1970. That team -- led by 
Hall-of-Famers Ernie Banks, Billy Williams, Fergie Jenkins and Ron Santo -- was in first place at the end of 
May with a record of 25 wins and 19 losses, 4.5 games ahead of the Pittsburgh Pirates and looking to 
make amends for the 1969 heartbreak. But June saw those Cubs drop 18 of 28 games to fall into fourth 
place. It was the team's only losing month of the season, but June dug a hole too deep and the team 
finished second. Had the Cubs sported a modest 15-13 June, the team would have finished the season 
tied for first. 
 
Likewise, one good month rarely makes for a successful season. But the 1984 Cubs can make a case. 
That team was 27-20 and in second place at the end of May. Then came an inconsistent 15-14 June. The 
team played well in July, but the Cubs still found themselves 4.5 games out of first on July 27. Then the 
team caught fire, squeaked into first place on Aug. 1 and rode a 20-10 month to nail down the National 
League Eastern Division championship. 
 
The 2016 Cubs, never in serious danger of losing the division, used an even better 22-6 August to 
guarantee their championship. 
 
The best month in team history (with more than a handful of games) is June 1880, when the squad, then 
known as the Chicago White Stockings, went 16-1 for a .941 monthly winning percentage. The worst 
month of all time was recorded in April 1981, when the Cubs finished 2-13. The 1997 Cubs lost their first 
14 games but finished April on a high note to notch a 6-19 record for the month. 
 
Fans might not remember how desperate things looked this time of year for last year's Cubs. 
 
Coming off a dismal 12-16 May, the Cubs bumped up slightly to 15-13 in June. The 2017 Cubs won on 
July 15 to even their record at 45-45. Then, the team went 47-25 the rest of the season to win the 
division for a third straight year. 
 
The Cubs have never made four straight postseason appearances. Fans probably will have to wait a few 
more months to see if these 2018 Cubs can make history. But if this team breaks the 1880 team record 
for winningest month this June with a 27-1 "June boom" record, you can make postseason plans. 
 
-- 
 
The Athletic 
The Cubs are confident in their current rotation, but what if they need reinforcements? 
By Sahadev Sharma 
 



 
NEW YORK – The Cubs are searching for answers on the mound. There may be some waiting for their 
chance in Iowa. But José Quintana’s outing Thursday night in Queens was a nice start. The Cubs lefty 
threw six shutout frames, striking out six and walking two in a 5-1 victory over the New York Mets. 
 
“He was good, he had a good fastball,” manager Joe Maddon said. “He was 92-93 and then he got back 
in his 91-92 mode, which I’m fine with. Because he pitches and has good carry. I thought the curveball 
was decent tonight too. He has that good look, made the pitches when he had to. Six solid there was 
big.” 
 
Quintana got four of his six swinging strikes on his four-seam fastball and 12 looking on the pitch, 
according to Statcast. It was just the fifth quality start for Quintana out of 11 as he’s been alternating 
good and bad outings of late. But the way the starting pitching is going for the Cubs, they’ll take the 
good when they can and hope it’s the start of some consistency for the usually reliable Quintana. 
 
Six innings may not seem like a lot, but the Cubs came into the night averaging under five-and-a-half 
innings per start, 19th in baseball. Yu Darvish is on the disabled list and is expected to, at minimum, miss 
his next couple starts. And though Tyler Chatwood is healthy, his previous two starts won’t inspire much 
confidence as he combined for 5 1/3 innings, seven runs and 11 walks. His walk rate is up to 20.3 
percent, but that hasn’t swayed Maddon’s confidence in him. 
 
“He’s been working really hard with Hick [pitching coach Jim Hickey],” Maddon said. “They both sound 
pretty optimistic. I am, I’m a big Chatwood fan. Once he gets in gear, he’s gonna take off. Because his 
stuff is that good. The ball moves in different ways, it’s really sharp. He throws a lot of ground balls, he’s 
capable of striking good hitters out. It’s there, man. I’m eager to watch it. I’m really looking forward to 
watching him tomorrow night.” 
 
Chatwood spoke to reporters in Pittsburgh after a side session and said he felt really good during the 
bullpen and worked through some mechanical issues. 
 
“I was just getting my hand out of my glove earlier,” Chatwood said of his side session. “I felt like I 
shortened my stride and was able to stay on top of the ball.” 
 
Chatwood has described his issues in various ways, but essentially it boils down to his arm not being in 
sync with the rest of his body. Timing and repeating one’s delivery and arm slot are some of the biggest 
keys for any pitcher. That has been a huge issue for Chatwood this season. But despite the struggles, the 
wild righty says he hasn’t allowed it to affect him mentally. 
 
“I think when you start walking people and have to start answering questions after a game, it might 
creep into your mind a little bit,” Chatwood said. “For me, I feel like one of my strengths is my 
competitiveness and mental toughness. I think it’s getting magnified. When I was going six innings, it 
wasn’t. I just gotta clean it up. I know that.” 
 
With Darvish on the shelf and Chatwood struggling, the Cubs’ other starters need to step up. Quintana 
did his job on Thursday and Kyle Hendricks was on his way before a “National League moment,” as Joe 
Maddon likes to say, kept him from going deeper on Wednesday. 
 
Hendricks’ isn’t the type to try and put more pressure on himself just because there’s a need for more 
innings. 
 



 
“You can’t think that way,” Hendricks said. “You want to sometimes, but that can’t be your focus, as far 
as needing to get deep. It just has to be a goal. You want to get deep, pitch to contact. You gotta come 
from that place. You want to think that way sometimes, but you can’t. It’s just a bad mental approach.” 
 
Hendricks went five innings on Wednesday, giving up just two runs and was generally solid, but had to 
be pulled for a pinch-hitter in a one-run game. Jon Lester wasn’t brilliant on Tuesday, but his six innings 
were exactly what the team needed as the offense was able to put up eight runs. 
 
Lester is settling into a new role on the team. He’s no longer the ace of the staff, contending for Cy 
Youngs; he’s getting by with lesser stuff, relying on veteran moxie and intangibles. And now he’s trying 
to impart some of that wisdom to those who are struggling around him. 
 
“I think there’s a time and a place to step in,” Lester said. “I’ve never been a guy to say, ‘Hey, come over 
here and listen to me.’ Guys that have been struggling, we’ve had conversations. Something that’s kind 
of cool about our guys this year, it seems like we’re watching each other’s bullpens a lot more. Which I 
hadn’t done in the past. It’s nice to see. It’s a good group of guys. We all pull for each [other], obviously. 
I think guys handle struggles in different ways. I think sometimes you have to give people space before 
you kind of reel them in.” 
 
Lester has been through ups and downs in his career. He posted a 4.82 ERA in 2012 and then by 2014 
bounced back to dominate and finish fourth in Cy Young voting. In his first April with the Cubs after 
signing a massive $155 million deal, he posted a 6.23 ERA. The next five months of the season he looked 
worth every penny, posting a 2.99 ERA and following it up with a Cy Young runner-up year. This is a man 
who understands it’s foolish to try and judge players just a few months into a season. 
 
“These guys were really good big-league pitchers before they got here,” Lester said. “And they’re going 
to be really good big-league pitchers after a little tough spell. We got a long season with a lot more 
starts. I don’t think really anybody’s worried about it.” 
 
No one will say they’re worried about it. But it would be perfectly understandable if they were. The Cubs 
rotation right now has more than enough talent to win the National League, especially if Darvish comes 
back and performs like everyone knows he can. But it’s fair to wonder what happens if Darvish is out for 
an extended period of time and Chatwood can’t find his command. This Saturday’s starter, Mike 
Montgomery, looked good while tossing 5 2/3 shutout innings on Monday, his first start of the season. 
 
But what happens if the Cubs need another arm slotted into the rotation? Backup catcher Chris Gimenez 
spent the last month-plus in Iowa getting to know the likely Triple-A candidates and gave his thoughts 
on each. Let’s look at them in ascending order of potential impact on the Cubs this season and going 
forward. 
 
Alec Mills 
 
The Cubs were elated when they acquired Mills prior to the 2017 season for minor leaguer Donnie 
Dewees. With starting pitching depth being a longtime organizational concern, adding Mills felt big for 
this group at the time, and of late, he’s starting to look more and more like a back-end rotation piece 
who could impact the 2018 group if needed. 
 
“It’s actually quite boring,” Gimenez said of Mills’ stuff. “And I don’t mean that in a negative way by any 
means. He can basically throw all four of his pitches for a strike at any time. He’s not going to blow you 
away with the radar gun. He’s maybe 92 on a good day.” 
 



 
That’s exactly who the Cubs acquired from the Royals last offseason — a pitcher who doesn’t dominate 
with stuff, but gets by with command. In perhaps a junior mold of Hendricks, it’s not his fastball that will 
allow him to find success at the highest level. 
 
“His ability to really use his changeup, that’s his best pitch,” Gimenez said. “It’s got a really good speed 
difference – from 88-89 to an 80-mph changeup. The only thing he gets in trouble with is trying to, what 
I call ‘over-nastifying’ it. He tried to really turn it over as opposed to really trusting it, staying behind it 
and throwing it. Because when he does that, it fades and slows down perfectly. But when he [tries to 
turn it over], he has a tendency to push it up in the zone and get hit around a little bit.” 
 
Mills had a 5.66 ERA after his first four starts, but has bounced back in his last six, averaging nearly six 
innings per outing while delivering a 2.55 ERA. Gimenez said that Mills’ slow start could have been 
attributed to the poor weather that plagued the Midwest, but said since it’s gotten better, Mills has 
turned into the horse of the Iowa Cubs, eating innings and limiting runs at an impressive rate. 
 
Along with his strong changeup, Mills has a slider that comes and goes. 
 
“He has a tendency to try and make his slider perfect,” Gimenez said. “By doing that, he just pulls it out 
of the zone right out of the hand and doesn’t get any offers to it. That’s put him behind in the count and 
now he has to come back to the plate. And not having premium velo stuff, you have a tendency to get 
hit around a little bit more.” 
 
Gimenez said Mills has done a great job of making that pitch a “strike-to-ball slider as opposed to ball-
to-ball.” Doing that on a consistent basis would allow Mills to be a legitimate option for a major-league 
rotation, perhaps even one with playoff aspirations. 
 
Duane Underwood Jr. 
 
Underwood has been one of the most promising pitchers drafted by the Theo Epstein regime. He has 
always been the talented arm with all the stuff, but from the start there were little questions that 
popped up about Underwood’s dedication or focus. Each season in professional baseball has pushed 
Underwood a little bit more forward. 
 
“From what I have been around him, I’ve been very impressed with his work ethic,” Gimenez said. “I’ve 
heard all of those stories about him in the past. Not coming in in shape, not taking it seriously. But his 
attention to detail and wanting to turn past that has been a key factor in him doing what he’s doing 
now. He’s getting after it in the weight room, he’s getting to the field on time when he’s supposed to be. 
He’s taking his bullpen sessions seriously and really working on things.” 
 
Underwood was inconsistent at the start of the year, but in his last seven starts he has a 2.95 ERA. 
According to Gimenez, Underwood uses his two-seamer in to righties while attacking them away with 
his four-seamer. With lefties, it’s four-seamers in with almost no use of his two-seamer. He utilizes a 12-
to-6 curveball, a pitch that was his best coming out of high school. However, since that point, that pitch 
has been used more often in a steal-a-strike moment early in the count. 
 
What’s really developed has been Underwood’s changeup. And according to Gimenez, they’re pushing 
Underwood more and trying to allow him to wade his way through difficult moments. 
 
“I’ve very, very excited for him because I think he’s got a very good future ahead of him,” Gimenez said. 
“He’s starting to learn how to pitch. They’ve let him work through some situations and I think that’s 
something, especially for his first time pitching at that level, having a little bit of success, repeated 



 
success by doing the same things is kind of big for him. Those are the little strides I’ve seen from the 
beginning of the season to when I got called back.” 
 
Adbert Alzolay 
 
About a year ago, a Cubs executive texted me excitedly saying that Alzolay was undoubtedly going to be 
their next (this front office’s first) legit homegrown starter. Gimenez only reinforced that notion. 
 
“His first three starts were lights out,” Gimenez said. “We were all joking around that he needed to have 
a couple bad ones so he could stick around with us.” 
 
Alzolay had a 2.12 ERA in those first three outings while striking out 14 batters and allowing a mere .433 
OPS. But in his next four starts he posted an 8.20 ERA and allowed a 1.109 OPS. 
 
“It just naturally happens to young guys,” Gimenez said. “You’re having some success, you don’t realize 
you’re changing some things and it just kind of happens. He started getting away from the rubber, kind 
of jumping towards the plate a little bit.” 
 
Many pitchers suggest they’re “drifting” towards the plate when things aren’t going right, but Gimenez 
described this differently. 
 
“It was more lunging,” he said. “The timing was the key thing. His velo was up but he lost his ability to go 
down and away with a fastball. Everything was middle-up in zone. You could throw 100, but guys are 
going to turn it around. Because of the loss of the ability to locate down and away, his breaking ball 
suffered from it. He was also slowing his mechanics down with his changeup and I think teams were 
picking that up. It was just a matter of keeping him closer to the rubber and driving off the rubber as 
opposed to lunging off of it. He threw a side right before I came here and it was lights out.” 
 
Whatever they figured out in that side worked. In his next start Alzolay tossed four perfect innings 
before leaving with a lat injury. Any sort of muscular issue by the shoulder or elbow is never good for a 
pitcher. But Alzolay is still the most exciting starting pitching option for the Cubs in their system. Even 
with this injury, he could impact this group at some point this season. 
 
“He has that ability,” Gimenez said. “He can dot a gnat’s ass. It’s incredible for a 23-year-old kid.” 
 
-- 
 
The Athletic 
10 things we learned about the Cubs in May 
By Patrick Mooney 
 
Can you handle at least four more months of this? Following the Cubs can be an emotional roller coaster 
that won’t slow down and a brain teaser that won’t get any easier. With that in mind, here’s a 10-point 
checklist of what we learned in May: 
 
1. The Core is still strong. 
 
Seeing the New York Mets this weekend is a reminder of the great rivalry that will never happen now 
that Matt Harvey is no longer “The Dark Knight of Gotham” and Noah Syndergaard is on the disabled list 
and Steven Matz and Zack Wheeler have generated more hype than production. This was the 
oversimplified storyline during the 2015 NLCS, but Theo Epstein’s baseball operations group believed 



 
they would build a sturdier foundation with young hitters rather than pinning their hopes on young 
pitchers staying healthy and getting hot for a moment in time. While the ceiling might be low for the 
2018 team if Jon Lester and Kyle Hendricks are the only reliable parts of the rotation, the floor should 
still be high for a lineup built around Anthony Rizzo, Kris Bryant, Willson Contreras, Javier Báez and Kyle 
Schwarber. 
 
2. “It looks good on you, though.” 
 
What about Addison Russell? The jump-the-shark moment for too-soon trade rumors came when the 
Chicago media flocked to Guaranteed Rate Field to do a group interview with Manny Machado and then 
the next day moved in packs around the Wrigley Field clubhouse to ask Cubs players about his non-
answers. Whether or not Machado is a fit in a Cubs uniform, we won’t forget his blue Gucci tiger 
cardigan as we wait to see if the Baltimore Orioles have actually established the clear chain of command 
to finalize a blockbuster deal under deadline pressure. 
 
3. Yu Darvish should tell his side of the story more. 
 
Because otherwise the fans and the media will fill in the blanks when a $126 million pitcher goes on the 
disabled list twice in the same month in the first season of a six-year contract. Darvish performed under 
intense scrutiny as a prodigy in Japan, pitched at an All-Star level for multiple seasons and made a strong 
recovery from Tommy John surgery, experiences that show a reservoir of skill, focus and determination. 
 
Darvish, who spoke English with Cubs officials during their pitch meeting, should have a professional 
translator at his side if he is concerned about misunderstandings in front of the cameras. It doesn’t have 
to be a daily medical update or a state-of-the-team address. But this has left too much open for 
interpretation, from manager Joe Maddon answering questions about Darvish’s mental state to backup 
catcher Chris Gimenez psychoanalyzing him in the Sun-Times. 
 
4. Maddon’s patience will be tested with Darvish, but he’s the right type of personality to contain the 
situation. 
 
“It’s like the nice sports car,” Maddon said. “When it’s running properly, man, it’s really fun to watch. 
He’s just not been there with any kind of consistency. I can’t argue that and neither can he. But when 
he’s right, you can see what it’s supposed to look like, so, listen, whatever it takes to get him back on the 
right track. I’ve had a lot of wonderful conversations with him. It’s incumbent upon me to really get to 
know and understand him and try to be as much help to him as I possibly can.” 
 
5. This isn’t an “easy fix” for Tyler Chatwood. 
 
On paper, you would probably sign up for a fifth starter with a 3-4 record and a 4.10 ERA through 10 
starts, especially when he’s athletic and under 30 years old. But Chatwood pitched into the sixth inning 
once in five May starts and has an unsustainable 1.759 WHIP this season. It sounds like the walks (45 in 
48 1/3 innings) are an issue for the mental skills department. 
 
“We are what we think all day,” Maddon said. “That’s who we are. When he’s out on the mound, he is 
trying so hard just to throw a strike or not to walk somebody. That’s the issue. He’s got to get beyond 
that. We’ve got to get him beyond that. Because if that’s your focus, sure enough, you’re going to walk 
somebody. You’re not going to throw a strike. We got to continue to work with that. Love the guy. 
Absolutely love his heart. We have resources to help him, and we’re going to do that.” 
 
6. The bullpen is going to pay the price for those inconsistencies. 



 
 
When Darvish and Chatwood are so unsteady, it stresses the relief pitchers who have become a real 
strength of this team. While it’s impossible to prove a cause and effect — for years the Cubs have been 
wisely cautious with Carl Edwards Jr. given his youth and slender frame — the dominant setup guy had 
pitched in almost half of the team’s games when he went on the disabled list Wednesday with right 
shoulder inflammation. And the longer Mike Montgomery stays in the rotation, the greater exposure to 
the bullpen. 
 
7. Let Javy be Javy. 
 
Báez is on pace for 30-plus homers and is among the major-league leaders in RBIs while continuing to 
mature into one of the team’s most valuable players. 
 
“To be honest, I’m just trying to stay away from it,” Báez said. “Every time I play with my stats, I get in a 
slump because I’m trying too much. It feels great, but it’s still a long season. We’ll see how the numbers 
are in September and October.” 
 
8. Ian Happ is great on TV. Just ask Ian Happ. 
 
Why was Ian Happ on The Weather Channel during the road trip to Atlanta? 
 
“They contacted the Cubs and asked if anybody wanted to do it,” Happ said. “I got asked. Pretty cool 
experience.” 
 
Happ paused for a moment and said, “I’m great on TV, too.” 
 
Happ has good timing, a unique delivery, so much confidence and no need to check the weather in Iowa. 
A strong month (five homers, 17 walks, .981 OPS) silenced the questions about a Triple-A reboot and 
reinforced his value as a switch-hitter with power and patience. The Cubs understand strikeouts are 
going to be a part of his multi-dimensional game. 
 
“It’s just a matter of time,” Happ said. “I’ve been saying that all along. It’s just a matter of time until you 
string a few good games together and you’re back where you want to be.” 
 
9. Ben Zobrist wears New Balance/PF Flyers cleats. 
 
The Major League Baseball suits probably did Zobrist and his endorsement partners a huge favor by 
trying to enforce the fine print in the uniform code and drawing so much attention to his footwear. 
Picking a fight about the color percentages on his cleats showed the state of labor relations right now, 
but Zobrist might get more clarity while the Cubs are in New York. 
 
“No, I don’t like rules named after me,” Zobrist said with a laugh. 
 
10. “It’s just baseball.” 
 
Rizzo likes to shrug off certain questions with answers like that, trying to not overthink it or go insane 
while playing a game with so much built-in failure. After a brutal April (zero homers, .431 OPS), Rizzo 
again looked like an All-Star first baseman in May (seven homers, 1.013 OPS). 
 



 
That inner belief system is one of the team’s greatest strengths and a potential weakness. The Cubs will 
wake up on June 1 in second place in the NL Central with a 30-23 record, lurking four games behind the 
Milwaukee Brewers and feeling like they still haven’t played up to their level yet. 
 
“It’s complicated and we’re always trying to figure it out,” Epstein said. “If we all knew how to get the 
absolute most out of our ability every single day, we’d all be doing something else. That’s a hard thing to 
do. It’s a grind. There’s a reason the season’s 162 games. 
 
“We’re working to find some consistency and working to find a formula that allows us to come out and 
really focus for three-and-a-half hours and play aggressive, intentional, winning baseball in all phases. 
But that’s easier said than done. We’re just working to get there.” 
 
-- 
 
Cubs.com 
Quintana sets strong tone in win over Mets 
By Carrie Muskat 
 
NEW YORK -- Maybe Thursday night's outing can get Jose Quintana on a roll. 
 
The lefty gave up three hits over six shutout innings and Ben Zobrist smacked a two-run homer to lift the 
Cubs to a 5-1 victory over the Mets in the series opener at foggy Citi Field. 
 
Quintana struck out six and walked two. It was a much improved outing for the lefty, who had given up 
four earned runs or more in five starts this season. 
 
"He did an awesome job attacking the zone, making adjustments on the fly to the hitters," right fielder 
Jason Heyward said. "He was able to mix and match stuff. It was pretty impressive to watch from 
behind." 
 
In the first inning, Quintana struck out the side on 15 pitches (10 strikes), throwing just two curves and 
the rest fastballs. That's part of his plan. 
 
"That's what I wanted, especially in the first inning," Quintana said. "I don't want to throw all my stuff in 
the first round. It's good when I throw more fastballs against them." 
 
The third inning wasn't quite as efficient. Quintana needed 29 pitches to get through that frame, walking 
two and serving up a double to Brandon Nimmo. The Mets loaded the bases, but Quintana escaped. 
 
"I just tried to make good pitches," Quintana said. "For sure, we don't want to be in that situation. That's 
going to happen. What's most important is making really good pitches." 
 
Said manager Joe Maddon: "He had that good look, made the pitches when he had to and six solid 
[innings] was big." 
 
The Cubs have struggled this season to deliver clutch hits with runners in scoring position. Zobrist and 
Kyle Schwarber found ways. Zobrist smacked a two-run homer in the fifth and Schwarber delivered an 
RBI single in the sixth, both hits coming with two outs. 
 



 
Zobrist connected off Hansel Robles, the second of six Mets pitchers, and drove in Schwarber, who had 
walked to lead off the inning. It was a bullpen day for New York with Seth Lugo making his first start of 
the season after 20 relief appearances, subbing for Noah Syndergaard. 
 
Maddon likes to rotate the outfielders to keep them fresh. It's paid off with Zobrist. 
 
"When you give him time off, if you don't run him into the ground, you can see that all year," Maddon 
said of the veteran, who singled in the third, homered in the fifth and doubled in the seventh. 
 
With two out in the sixth, Javier Baez doubled and tallied on Schwarber's single. The Cubs began the day 
ranked 13th in the National League with runners in scoring position and two outs, batting .194, and had 
stranded 11 baserunners on Wednesday in a 2-1 loss to the Pirates. 
 
"If we could diminish walking hitters and do a better job with runners in scoring position, we could reach 
our true potential," Maddon said. 
 
MILESTONE MOMENT 
With two out and a runner at third in the ninth against Mets reliever Gerson Bautista, Baez drew a walk, 
although he nearly got hit by the pitch to do so. It was the seventh time he's walked this season, but it's 
the first unintentional walk for Baez since April 7. 
 
"We forgot to get him the ball," Maddon said. "I did say to [one of the coaches], 'This ball is going to 
almost hit him from not swinging,' and that's exactly what happened." 
 
"I got a walk," Baez said triumphantly in the clubhouse. "That ball actually almost hit me. That's why I 
walked." 
 
Baez was well aware of how long it had been since he took a free pass. 
 
"I don't go out there looking for a walk," he said. "As long as the pitcher is there, I'm swinging." 
 
SOUND SMART 
The good: Tommy La Stella singled to lead off the Cubs' eighth, his 11th pinch-hit this season, the most 
in baseball. 
 
The not so good: When Quintana walked Lugo in the third, it marked the seventh time Cubs pitchers 
have walked an opposing pitcher, the most in the Major Leagues. 
 
YOU GOTTA SEE THIS 
Schwarber showed off his arm in the second inning when he threw out Michael Conforto, who was 
trying to extend his hit from a single to a double. It was Schwarber's fifth assist, which moved him into a 
tie for second most in the National League. 
 
UP NEXT 
Tyler Chatwood will test some of the changes he's made in his delivery at 6:10 p.m. CT on Friday when 
he starts against the Mets at Citi Field. The right-hander has lasted 2 2/3 innings in each of his past two 
starts, and he leads the Majors in walks with 45. Some of the changes he tested were to get the ball out 
of his glove quicker and shorten his stride. Righty Zack Wheeler will start for the Mets. 
 
-- 
 



 
Cubs.com 
Yu could be next on Maddon's dinner invite list 
By Carrie Muskat 
 
NEW YORK -- For the first time in his managerial career, Joe Maddon is treating his Cubs players to 
dinner, and Yu Darvish may be getting an invitation soon. 
 
Maddon said on Thursday that he's been taking players out in an effort to get to know them better, and 
the dinners coincide with times when that player may be struggling. So far, Ian Happ, Addison Russell 
and Carl Edwards Jr. have had dinner with Maddon. Darvish could be next. 
 
Currently on the disabled list because of inflammation in his right triceps, Darvish's Cubs career hasn't 
gotten off to a good start. The right-hander, who signed a six-year contract, is 1-3 with a 4.95 ERA in 
eight starts, and on the DL for the second time this season. 
 
"He's no different than any one of my other players," Maddon said. "I plan on taking more guys out to 
dinner, and particularly want to take them out when they aren't going well to attempt to try to 
ameliorate the situation. I have not had dinner with Yu Darvish yet. That's what we do. When guys are 
not going well and there's a problem, you sit down and talk to them and try to help them along. That's 
it. Yu's no different. Ian was really struggling as much as anybody and he's coming out the other side 
now as an example." 
 
This is Maddon's 15th year managing, but he said it's the first time he's done this. 
 
"I really like the concept a lot," he said. "Any time you can get with your players away from the field in a 
more casual setting, in a more social setting, I think the conversation has an opportunity to reach a level 
that it can't reach in my office or it can't reach walking around the outfield." 
 
Maddon does like to make sure he includes some of the more entertaining coaches on his staff, 
including strength coach Tim Buss and assistant Juan Cabrera. 
 
Why now? 
 
"The youth of the group and the method they employ themselves in Spring Training and their willingness 
to share ideas and thoughts," Maddon said of the players' get-togethers. 
 
Worth noting 
• Maddon met with Major League Baseball chief operating officer Joe Torre in the visiting manager's 
office at Citi Field on Thursday. The main discussion was about a controversial play on Monday in 
Pittsburgh when Anthony Rizzo slid home and was not called for interference. The next day, MLB 
reviewed the play and both the Cubs and Pirates were told that Rizzo should have been called for 
interference. 
 
"We just talked about what's been going on," Maddon said. "We've always had great conversations. 
Nothing new. We conversed and that was it. We did talk about the play, absolutely. Rear-view mirror 
stuff, but it's time to move on." 
 
Maddon has not been shy about expressing his opinion. 
 
"He loves it, actually," Maddon said of Torre. "He encouraged me to say what I think, which I really 
appreciate that method because I do the same thing with my players." 



 
 
• Maddon also took time on Thursday to speak to fifth graders at Indian Prairie Elementary School in 
Crystal Lake, Ill., via Skype. They asked about his Respect 90 Foundation as well as Rizzo's charitable 
foundation. 
 
"I was totally enamored by the whole group," Maddon said. 
 
-- 
 
ESPNChicago.com 
Jason Heyward, Ben Zobrist deliver at top of Cubs' lineup to sink Mets 
By Jesse Rogers 
 
NEW YORK -- You know it's a good night on offense for the Chicago Cubs when infielder Javy Baez earns 
a free pass and the Cubs actually get a runner home from third base with less than two out. 
 
Both occurrences took place Thursday night in Chicago's 5-1 victory over the New York Mets as what can 
sometimes be considered an up-and-down offensive attack has now scored four or more runs in 10 of 
13 games. 
 
The latest Cub to heat up on offense is much-maligned outfielder Jason Heyward. After another multihit 
night, he's 8-for-14 on the team's current road trip -- but it was a ground ball to second with men on 
second and third and none out in the top of the seventh inning that got his manager most excited. 
 
"I love the ground ball to second, RBI," Joe Maddon said after the game. "Second and third, I've been 
waiting for that play. I always call that the double jeopardy. Move 'em over and get him in. That gets so 
overlooked in the scheme of things. It was outstanding." 
 
You'll excuse the manager's excitement over a ground ball to score a run when you understand how 
difficult doing that has been for his team over the past few seasons. Coming into the night, the Cubs 
ranked 27th in baseball bringing a man home from third with less than two out. Improving in that area 
has been a focus for everyone from the front office to two different hitting coaches. Heyward showed it 
can be done. 
 
"I wasn't trying to do too much there," Heyward said. "Guy was making good pitches, was trying to fight 
him off, take the bad ones, it worked out that way. It's nice to cash in there." 
 
Heyward has been making a ton of contact lately, having struck out just once since May 18. It got him 
moved all the way up to second in the lineup for the first time since July 3, 2016. 
 
"It's the right time to give it a whirl," Maddon said before the game. 
 
With Ben Zobrist batting leadoff -- he missed the cycle by a triple -- the 1-2 combination in the order was 
deadly Thursday. Zobrist and Heyward were a combined 5-for-10 with three runs driven in. 
 
It was the 47th different batting order Maddon has used this season, which can be a confusing notion 
for many fans, who want to see consistency. Maddon doesn't care. He'll continue to tinker and rotate 
his players in and out. 
 



 
"I can't emphasize enough, for those on Twitter asking these questions, it's really important to balance 
all these guys' playing time, and if you look at their at-bats right now, it's pretty even," Maddon said 
before the game. 
 
He has ammunition to back up his strategy as the Cubs rank high in many offensive categories, while the 
two spots in the order that create the most angst -- first and second -- are doing just fine, no matter who 
hits there. The Cubs rank third in the National League in on-base percentage from their leadoff spot and 
first from the No. 2 hole. 
 
"When I started playing, the game wasn't moving like that," Heyward said of the varied lineups. "Zobrist 
has played for Joe so he's more accustomed to it. I wasn't accustomed to it. It's different but now, for us, 
you never know what it's going to be and we just try to go out there and win." 
 
Forty-seven different lineups before June 1 sounds like a lot, but in reality eight teams in the NL have 
used more than the Cubs this season. 
 
Everyone is doing it. In any case, Maddon is set in his ways, as his desire is always to have his teams 
fresh in the second half. Maddon is 45 games over .500 in the month of August since 2009. 
 
And if playing some small ball wasn't enough for the manager, watching Baez take a walk topped off the 
night. It was just his third unintentional walk of the season and first since April 7, a span of 183 plate 
appearances. 
 
"That ball [ball four] almost hit me, that's why I walked," Baez said with a smile. "I don't go out looking 
for a walk. As long as the pitch is there I'm swinging." 
 
Maddon recognized the achievement and wanted to give Baez his due. 
 
"We forgot to get the ball," the manager deadpanned. 
 
-- 
 
NBC Sports Chicago 
Ranking Cubs players two months into 2018 
By Tony Andracki 
 
Every month throughout the 2018 season, we'll rank our top Cubs players based off trends and overall 
impact to the team's pursuit of another World Series. 
 
As a refresher, here's what the power rankings looked like after April: 
 
10. Kyle Hendricks 
9. Jon Lester 
8. Carl Edwards Jr. 
7. Albert Almora Jr. 
6. Anthony Rizzo 
5. Willson Contreras 
4. Brandon Morrow 
3. Kyle Schwarber 
2. Kris Bryant 
1. Javy Baez 



 
 
The weather has finally cooperated for the Cubs and they've been able to fall into a rhythm in May on 
playing essentially every day.  
 
That hasn't necessarily been a good thing for the rotation, as Tyler Chatwood still hasn't cracked the 
power rankings and Jose Quintana and Yu Darvish remain outside the Top 10. The rotation as a whole 
has been a weakness for this team and one of the top reasons why they've been unable to go on a run. 
 
Here's how the updated power rankings line up heading into June: 
 
10. Addison Russell 
9. Kyle Schwarber 
8. Ian Happ 
7. Jon Lester 
6. Kyle Hendricks 
5. Willson Contreras 
4. Javy Baez 
3. Albert Almora Jr. 
2. Anthony Rizzo 
1. Kris Bryant 
 
The Cubs bullpen has still been fantastic, but hard to put anybody on individual power rankings right 
now given it's been such a tremendous group effort.  
 
Morrow was still very good in May but also didn't pitch much and blew his first save of the year early in 
May in St. Louis. 
 
Edwards had a really rough month that ended with him on the disabled list with a shoulder injury. I very 
nearly put Pedro Strop at No. 10 since he had a phenomenal month (0.84 ERA) and worked as much as 
any reliever, but opted to go with Russell instead. 
 
10. Russell has sidestepped the trade rumors and continued to play his elite defense at shortstop while 
also turning in a solid month at the plate (.280 AVG/.359 OBP). His power will come and once it does, 
he'll be a heck of a valuable player to this team. 
 
9. Schwarber only has 3 homers and 6 RBI in May, but he still boasts a very good OBP (.363) and BB:K 
(16:22) ratio while proving 2017's prolonged slump was an aberration. 
 
8. Happ actually was the Cubs' most valuable hitter in May (1.042 OPS) and while the strikeouts are still 
a part of his game, he's also walked a ton and the power has shown up in a big way. He still struggles in 
the outfield, however, as evidenced by Tuesday night's misplay in the first inning. 
 
7. With the prolonged issues of Darvish, Chatwood and Quintana, the Cubs have needed to lean on 
Lester more than ever this month and the wily veteran has responded in a big way. 
 
6. The Professor just keeps doing his thing and flying under the radar. 
 
5. Contreras has started to heat up offensively but still needs to find more consistency with his bat. 
 



 
4. Baez still leads the NL in RBI and is third on the Cubs in HR and RBI this month (behind Bryzzo). But he 
also didn't draw a walk until the final day of the month and had the third-lowest OPS of any regular in 
May. 
 
3. There's a serious case to be made that Almora is the Cubs' team MVP this year. After all, they're 21-11 
when he starts, 8-7 when he enters the game as a sub and 0-5 when he doesn't play at all. 
 
2. Rizzo has FINALLY started to heat up, driving in more than a run a game in May and changing the 
landscape of the Cubs offense. 
 
1. Was anybody actually concerned about Bryant's power (only 2 HR) in April? He's hitting the ball out of 
the ballpark now and continues to be a steadying presence in the lineup every single day. 
 
-- 
 
NBC Sports Chicago 
Glanville: Gimenez and the Rules of Silence 
By Doug Glanville 
 
Every Major League Baseball player has secrets. They span from a whole host of topics, from who you 
used to date to what you may be taking to be successful to who you voted for in the last election to how 
you really feel about the PR director. It spares no topic and most would agree that everyone is entitled 
to their own privacy. 
 
Yet those secrets are not just about you, they contain the choices, situations, and emotions of others. 
Especially teammates. 
 
So when newly arrived Chris Gimenez opined to the Chicago Sun-Times on Yu Darvish’s struggles with 
adjusting to life as a Cub, he was speaking from a lot of knowledge. He played with Darvish in Texas, he 
knows how Darvish may have acted in a locker room, Darvish may have directly shared with him, how he 
feels about his current situation. The question then becomes… “Did Darvish want people to know what 
he shared?” 
 
Before the start of the 2000 season, literally the last few days of spring training, my father had a severe 
stroke in New Jersey. He was incoherent, he was disoriented, and it was all on my mother to get him the 
care he needed since her two sons were no longer living in the area. I offered to come home, my Mom 
rejected it out of hand suggesting that I come when we were back east (I was playing for the Phillies) 
and had a day off. I went along with it. 
 
But my mind was racing, I was scared, my father, who was in his mid 70s had already bouts with illness, 
so this was serious. 
 
We opened the 2000 season on the road and we would play in Arizona against Randy Johnson and the 
Diamondbacks. In one game in the series, I was so distracted that on a fly ball to me in center, I forgot 
the number of outs. I thought there were two, but there was one. Steve Finley was at second base. 
Tagged up, then kept going (because I had my head down,) scoring what amounted to the winning run. 
Completely my fault. 
 
I found the father figure of the team, John Vukovich, to seek support and let him be the first to hear 
from me about my father. I told him to keep it in house with only the leadership. He saw that I was 
totally distraught so he suggested that he would talk to the GM, Ed Wade, and the manager, Terry 



 
Francona. So during the post-game interviews with Francona, they asked him about my blunder and in 
my defense, he offered (and I paraphrase) “give the kid a break, his father had a stroke, he has a lot on 
his mind.” 
 
So although he was genuinely protecting me, he shared what was once private before I decided to share 
it. Then the world knew, and literally every day for the next few months, people (many who were just 
caring strangers) asked about me and my father. This was exceptionally hard because I was far from 
home, wondering and worrying all of the time how he was doing. I lost any chance to use my game as an 
escape. It was highly stressful and if you look at the back of my bubble gum card, I was not the same 
player during my father’s three year battle with strokes and cancer until he passed away in 2002 on the 
last game of the season. I cannot attribute all of that decline to the stress, but I could not find a 
consistent way to turn his decline into some sort of productive motivation. 
 
When I talked to Francona about sharing my business, he felt bad and said he just did not want the 
media to come down on me without being sensitive to what I was going through. I knew he did it out of 
concern, and it did accomplish the goal of keeping me from answering tough questions about a mental 
mistake in the game, but with every choice to share someone else’s life, there is fallout. I lost the 
opportunity to frame it how I wanted to frame it, if I would have bothered to frame it at all. My life, my 
choice. It is important to note that Francona still goes down as one of my favorite managers, so we can 
move on. 
 
In Darvish’s case, it is difficult to come into a new city, a new environment. Sure, players are highly 
compensated for it, but that does not mean you can robotically not care when you are injured and hurt 
by public opinion. For some it takes more time to get situated, but in baseball, while you adjust, the 
numbers are coming in, every day, you are getting judged in real-time. Darvish, who the world knows is 
getting paid a handsome sum, will deal with more expectation, and more of a public need to know what 
is going on with him. Understandable, since he was brought in as an ace for a team that is a strong 
candidate to win the World Series. 
 
Today, unlike my father’s stroke nearly 20 years ago, is a world of instant information, so someone will 
be digging, someone will find out, whether from the source or not. As a player, you want the source to 
be you or someone that you appointed to directly represent you. We have even seen spouses be on the 
wrong side of that unwritten rule. 
 
But like in the legal world’s opinion about “hearsay”, locker rooms take a tough stance when you are 
trying to explain someone else’s emotions. Better to come from Darvish himself, it is part of the culture 
of being a teammate that even with the best of intentions, there is a silent code about your staying 
silent about other people’s business. It may not always be a good thing as we saw with steroids, but it is 
part of what players expect of each other, for better or for worse. 
 
-- 
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